The AXXES Personnel Access Lock ensures that only authorised persons may enter security areas in

- Banks and financial institutions
- Data processing centres, server rooms
- Development and research centres, laboratories

and in other particularly sensitive areas, e.g. in

- Insurance companies and public authorities
- Service providers and industrial concerns

Only authorised persons gain access due to

- dynamic weight check and fingerprint recognition inside the lock

Offers many interesting options, e.g.: code keypad on the outside door, BR4-NS glass pane, ...

Advantages of the AXXES Access Lock:

√ Minimum use of floor space due to embedded PC technology – no need for separate space for PC, monitor, UPS, weight check controller.

√ Extremely robust design – body and doors made entirely of precision sheet steel, door hinges in stainless steel.

√ Installed on finished floor – despite integrated weighing machine, only 25mm sill in the Lock.

√ Tamper-proof, integrated weighing technology – partition walls adjacent to the Lock can be fitted directly to the Lock body without any gap.

√ Networking and central data processing: Several personnel locks can be controlled from one central workstation via the existing data network.